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FROM THE PROVINCIAL’S DESK

Dear Brothers and all,
We had our province chapter earlier last month (October) and we want to
thank you all for the prayers, works and support that went into it. It was an
occasion that brought together the capitulars, and indeed, by extension, the
rest of us in the province as well as those elsewhere with the province at heart,
to critically reflect upon ourselves and our vocation as members of the SVD
here in this province. We thank the Lord for the graces received during that
period and the challenges that came up for deliberations meant to craft the
province into a better shape in all dimensions, most especially, its financial selfreliance.
The question of our personal self identity as Divine Word Missionaries of
the Ghana province remained central in my mind. During the Chapter, salient
questions cropped up:
i.
What makes us unique as SVDs?
ii.
“Do we live and work together as a team in our SVD communities?
iii.
“What makes the parishes we run significantly different from those
run by the diocesan clergy?”
Is it not discouraging that there seem not to be a significant difference between
the SVD managed parishes and those of the diocesan clergy?
It is heart warming to observe that during the Chapter there was this
clear sign of a strong desire to portray our “SVDness” in all that we do.
However, how do the people we work with evaluate us? Jesus in Lk 9.18 asks
the same. Do we inspire them as Divine Word Missionaries fired with zeal for
our religious missionary commitment as brothers and priests?
Perhaps a way forward is to see and do things in a new way; opting for
a paradigm shift.

This imposing Arnold Janssen statue was
unveiled at the St. Arnold Janssen Spirituality
Centre, Tuba. The ceremony took place on the
21st of Sept and was performed by Fr. George
Angmor, the Provincial Superior of SVD
Ghana accompanied by the then Fr. Emmanuel
Fianu (Now Bishop of Ho), Bishops Gabriel
Mante Ababio, of Jasikan Diocese and Frank
Nubuasah of Francistown, Botswana.

St. Arnold Janssen,
Pray for us.

Further, this was exactly what Fr. Anumu Quaye-Foli stressed when he
gave a recollection to prepare our confreres who were preparing to depart to
begin our SVD missionary apostolate in Liberia. In his vision of ministry for the
diocese, he spelt out what I saw as the rich character of his as a member of the
SVD by his emphasis to make the Divine Word the basis or reference point of
ministry.
Fittingly, during the Holy Mass of the Consecration of Bishop Fianu of
Ho,
a procession with the Word of God (Bible) and its symbolic
representations was incorporated. This indeed is a way of bringing
out our
1
character as SVD wherever we are. Similarly, Fr. Anumu in the recollection for
our ‘Liberia’ team also stressed our “SVDness” to the team: they were going not
as individuals but as a community; as a team, with emphasis on the “our”,
taking a cue from our SVD Constitutions.
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May we indeed see ourselves as a people called from different nations and cultures to be brothers together because of
Christ; a people rich with the Word of God to renew our own lives and that of the people we minister to, knowing well
that “charity begins at home” and as well, “we cannot give what we do not have!”
George C. Angmor
Arrivals
 Fr. Joshua Gariba arrived after successfully obtaining his PhD in Social Anthropology from the University of
Louvain, Belgium. Congratulations and welcome back home.
 Fr. Josef Mazur arrived to prepare for his new mission in Liberia.
 Fr. Francis Damoah arrived to bury his mother.
 Fr. Konrad Dreyer arrived from home leave on 30th October.
Departure
 Frs. Anthony Pernia [PHC], Robert Kisala [ROM], Peter Accorley [TOG]; Alfred Ayem [USS] Bishops Frank
Nubuasah, (Francistown, Botswana)
Antonio Jaca, (Caxito, Angola), Zeferino Zeca Martins, (Auxiliary Bishop of Luanda, Angola) and Andrew
Karnley, (Cape Palmas, Liberia where the SVD is starting a new mission) left after attending the consecration and
installation of Bishop Fianu, Bishop of Ho.
 Fr. Antony Hibur departs for good on 9th December.
 Fr. George Angmor, the provincial Superior travels with ‘Liberia Team’ Frs. Joseph Mazur, Joseph Addai and
Louis Awoudja to Liberia on November 9.
Appointments and Transfers





Fr. Fred Obeng is appointed the Parish Priest of St. Dominic, Adweso, Koforidua. He has since reported.
Fr. Dion Koppong is transferred to Ekye Amanfrom Afram Plains as Associate Priest.
Fr. Samuel Adu is appointed the OTP Coordinator and the responsible for New missionaries.
Fr. Abraham Kposu appointed as Assistant Vocations Director responsible for the north.

Pray for our Sick
Brother James Djadoo is back from Hospital. Pay a visit if you can and pray for him.

Confreres, Friends and Benefactors
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Report on SVD Ghana Province Chapter 2015
The 2015 Ghana Province Chapter opened on Monday
5th October 2015 with the arrival of the capitulars at the
Divine Word Catholic Conference Centre (DWCCC),
Nsawam. At 3:30pm, the Chapter started with a
recollection led by Provincial Fr George Angmor in the
chapel of DWCCC. The theme of the recollection was
New Wine in New Wineskins in the light of our
financial situation. The Provincial pointed out that
financial resource is needed to carry out our missionary
work. Since we find ourselves in very difficult financial
times and there are no more funds coming from our
benefactors and other sources, we need to re-strategize
our methods of doing things and find a way forward in
our financial self-reliance. We need to put new wine
into new wineskins by acquiring new ways of thinking
in the limelight of our current financial situation.

Capitulars in session

Fr Angmor stressed that we need to approach this
Chapter with an openness that reflects new wineskins.
He quoted the late Pope Saint John XXIII to encourage
the capitulars not to consult their fears but their hopes
and dreams, to think not about their frustrations but their
potentials, not to think about their failures but about
what is still possible to do. He invited the capitulars to
sing the Ghana National Pledge and reminded them that
the same commitment is needed to support our province
and move it ahead in the years to come. At the end of
the recollection, the Provincial gave out some questions
for reflection: As I find myself as a participant in this
province Chapter, am I ready to participate in it fully
with an open mind as a new wineskin? What is my
personal motivation for joining the SVD?

With the grace of God, what can we do to achieve our
dream of a self-reliant province to help us in a more
fruitful task of the new evangelization?
On the second day of the chapter, an opening mass was
presided over by Fr. Andrew Quaye-Foli
and
concelebrated by Fr. George Angmor. At the end of the
mass there was a Bible procession to the Chapter hall
where the Chapter was officially declared open by the
Provincial.
The following persons were proposed as Chapter
secretaries: Frs. Fred Timp, John Tumawu, Lambert
Assogba and Frt. Abraham Dzibitor. They were
unanimously approved by the Chapter together with all
other proposed committees. The proposed agenda and daily
schedule were also approved.

During the presentation of Resolutions
and recommendations

The sessions then continued with the report of the
Provincial. He gave a general overview of the province and
commended the effort the confreres are making to realize
our missionary task in the province. He touched on the
various aspects of the province activities and called for a
more radical approach in some areas of our apostolate. He
concluded that we need to develop short, medium and long
term planning for the province and announced that plans
are afoot to set up a think-tank for this purpose. He hoped
that the province can come up with a master plan to guide
us for a number of years in all our decision making and
mission assignments.
The Provincial Treasurer and his assistant also presented
the financial report of the province. The Treasury Office
noted that after 77 years of our SVD presence in Ghana,
from the beginning of the mission up till now we are still

USING ‘FREINADEMETZ’ INSTEAD OF ‘D’METZ ‘SOUNDS BETTER IN THE
EARS OF THE BEARERS OF THE NAME.
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90 percent financially dependent on
the Generalate. The present situation
of the application for funds indicates
that SVD Ghana Province is among
the highest recipients of Subsidy from
the Generalate. He therefore made a
strong appeal that the province needs
to take drastic investment measures to
support it financially. It is in this line
that he outlined the various steps that
are being taken to invest in various
profit oriented ventures in the coming
years.
The chapter continued with the review
of the various reports from the
districts/houses, departments and
dimensions. The Friends of the SVD
were also invited to present the report
of their activities in the Province.
There was also a review of Resolutions
and Recommendations of the 2012
Province
Chapter
and
the
implementation of Congregational
Directions in the Province and the
General Visitation Protocol.
There have been extensive discussions
on Self-Reliance projects, financial
policies concerning monthly reporting,
salaries, pensions and royalties, and
the divestiture of Tesano House. In
other discussions, it was recommended
that a permanent place should not be
fixed for priestly ordinations, the
province should consider feasibility

Stephen Dogodzi, Mission Secretary;
Jacobson Dey,
Tamale Rector;
Andrews Obeng, Novice Master;
John Asiedu, Prefect of Theologians
and Emmanuel Affum, Director of
Brother Formation.

Group picture at the end of the Chapter
Chapter

studies to start a mission in Nigeria.
There were also discussions on
making policies on ownership and use
of private cars, sexual abuse and
bereavement of relatives of confreres.
At the end of the Chapter, resolutions
and recommendations were proposed
and voted by the capitulars. The
Chapter closed on Friday 9thOctober
2015 with a closing Mass.
Present at the Chapter were the
following ex-officio members:
George Angmor, the Provincial;
Marek Dabrowski, Vice Provincial;
Oswald Bangfo, Admonitor; Tomy
Kanjiramalayil, and Andrew QuayeFoli, Councilors. Others were Francis
Mastan, Provincial Treasurer;

Msgr. Emmanuel Fianu
consecrated Bishop of Ho
On Saturday the 3rd of October, Ho jubilee park was filled to
capacity as thousands of people from all walks of life converged
to celebrate the Consecration of our confrere Fr. Emmanuel Kofi
Fianu as the Bishop of Ho in the Volta Region of Ghana. We
never established in Ho as a congregation since the Diocese was
created. However, in the 19th Century the German Government
was seeking the cooperation of the Catholic and Lutheran
Churches in developing its colonies and in response, St. Arnold
Janssen opened a mission in Togo, in 1892. Since the inhabitants

The various District Superiors were:
Rex Vegbey, Accra; Henry Duah,
Kwahu;
Emmanuel
Azure,
Koforidua; Jojo George Monoth,
Tema-Battor; Eduard Simatupang,
Afram Plains; Sunil Rodrigues,
substitute of Yendi District Superior;
Ignatius
Ayivor,
BrongAhafo;
Stephen Domelevo, McCarthy Hill
Praeses;
Other duly elected delegates were
Bernard Adjei, Vincent Owusu,
Godwin Fiawoyi and Alex AwuahOsei for Accra district; Janusz
Schilitz and Rudy Chamenyi for
McCathy Hill; Victor Gbotso for
Afram Plains, Jerome Agbeko for
BrongAhafo; Boguslaw Berek for
Kukurantumi; Alphonse Amanor for
Koforidua; Martin Kog Ninnang and
Daniel Lenwah for Kwahu; Samuel
Yaw Adu for Tamale; Erasmus
Norviewu-Mortty and Ireneus Boli
Lolan for Yendi, Wisdom Agbovi
and Emmanuel Makayie representing
Fraters in Temporary Vows.
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of the south of Togo belong to the Ewe tribe which
extends to the Volta region, the SVD missionaries
extended their missionary activities to the area which left
our footprints in the diocese. Bishop Fianu succeeds Most
Rev. Francis Lodonu who was bishop for over 42 years.
Like the triumphant entry of Jesus into Jerusalem, the
Bishop elect the day before the consecration was received
joyfully by the people at the outskirts of the town amidst
Brass Band Music as the people danced in a procession
through the principal streets of Ho.
The consecration Mass was presided over by His
Excellency Peter Cardinal Appiah Turkson, President of
the Pontifical Council on Justice and Peace. He was the
principal consecrator. Most Rev. Jean Marie Speich the
Apostolic Nuncio to Ghana and Bishop Emeritus Francis
Lodonu were the co-consecrators. All the bishops of
Ghana except one were among the concelebrants. There
were also visiting Bishops from other countries: Most Rev.
Andrew Karnley, Bishop of Cape Palmas, Liberia where
the ‘SVD is starting a new mission in November and
bishops from Togo and about 500 concelebrating priests
and numerous religious.
There were many dignitaries including Government
representatives.The SVD presence was very powerful; it
was led by Fr. Robert Kisala, the vice General of the SVD,
based in Rome, Fr. Anthony Pernia, former Superior
General of the SVD with whom Bishop Fianu worked as
Secretary General for some years. Bishops Frank
Nubuasah, SVD, of Francistown,Botswana, Antonio Jaca,
SVD,of Caxito,

Children in a procession with symbols for the installation of the
Word of God during the Mass

Angola and Zeferino Zeca Martins, SVD, Auxiliary
Bishop of Luanda, Angola. Fr. George Angmor the
Provincial of Ghana with his council, Fr. Peter Accorley,
Provincial of Togo and almost all the confreres of Ghana
Province were among the concelebrating priests.
Most Rev. Gabriel Palmer-Buckle, Metropolitan
Archbishop of Accra was the homilist of the day. He

Bishop-elect Fianu being presented with a bouquet of flowers.

was full of gratitude to Bishop Fianu for choosing him to
preach the word of God on this memorable day and
promised his ever abiding support for him. Most Rev.
Palmer Buckle exhorted the New Bishop to be firm and
fearless as the Lord told Jeremiah in the first reading: St
Paul exhorting the young Timothy to be courageous. He
called on the priests and the religious as well as all the
faithful to rally as one people and one shepherd in the
service of the Lord.
“Allay all fears as your predecessor has worked hard to
lay the foundation for you and considering the rousing
welcome and joy the faithful demonstrated during the
celebration is an indication of how happy and ready the
people are to work with you”, Bishop Buckle concluded.
There were a lot of goodwill messages from various
groups and individuals including the Ho Diocesan
Priests association, The Ghana Catholic Bishops
Conference, the Paramount Chief of Asogli State, Hon
Helen Ntosu the Volta Regional Minister, the Deputy
Speaker of Parliament who represented his Excellency
the President of Ghana, John Dramani Mahama.
In his message of gratitude, Bishop Fianu thanked all
present and the bishop consecrators, the emeritus bishop
and promised his collaboration and dedication to his
brother bishops in his ministry. Above all, he expressed
his gratitude to the SVD which was represented by Fr.
Robert Kisala, the Vice General and Fr. Anthony Pernia,
the former Superior General; “I thank both of you
personally for what you have been for me in the last nine
years and especially for the opportunity to experience
religious administration at the Generalate level”, he
added.
The following day, the new Bishop celebrated a
thanksgiving Mass at the Jubilee Park with almost all the
Bishops once again concelebrating together with
numerous priests including a good number of confreres.
Meanwhile, since we do not work in the diocese, the new
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Bishop requested the Province for a confrere to live
with him for a while. Following this a confrere has
been given a temporal appointment to be with the
Bishop till the end of the year. Congratulations!

BISHOP FIANU BECOMES THE 4TH SVD
GHANAIAN BISHOP
The recent
ordination
of Mostof
Rev.Most
Emmanuel
The
recentepiscopal
episcopal
ordination
Rev.
Kofi
Fianu,
SVD,
brings
to
four
the
number
of
Ghanaian
Emmanuel Kofi Fianu, SVD, brings to four the
SVD bishops. The others are Most Rev. Franklyn
number
of Ghanaian SVD bishop.

Bishop Fianu flanked by the SVD Bishops who were present
and some confreres

Nubuasah, Bishop of Franscistown, Botswana;

Most Rev. Vincent Sowah Boi-Nai, SVD, Bishop of Yendi, and Most
Rev. Gabriel Edoe Kumordji, Bishop of Donkorkrom Vicariate in the
Afram Plains who is Bishop Fianu’s classmate.
PROFILE OF THE DIOCESE

Bishop Fianu in an open pick flanked by flower girls and
Bishop Fianu in an open pick-up truck flanked by flower
the vicar General of the Diocese
girls and the vicar General of the Ho Diocese

The Diocese of Ho, erected in 1994, a suffragan of the Archdiocese of
Accra, has an area of 5,893 square kilometres and a population of about
658,845, of whom about 200,670 are Catholics. There are 28 parishes,
82 priests (78 diocesan and 4 religious), 11 religious brothers, 81 nuns
and 19 seminarians.

.

RELIGIOUS CONGREGATIONS INTERACT IN TAMALE
As part of the celebration of the Year of Consecrated. Life
declared by Pope Francis in November 2014 under the
theme, “Wake up the World”, a day’s interaction has been
held by all religious congregations working within the
Tamale Archdiocese at the Carmelite Monastery in Tamale.
The interaction was entitled, “Recognizing and Appreciating
God’s Presence in our Life as Religious’’.
Most Rev. Vincent Sowah Boi-Nai, SVD, Bishop of Yendi
Diocese who was the speaker for the occasion said
Consecrated life is a call to incarnate the good news, to take
Jesus’ way of life and to adopt his interior attitude, to allow
the Holy Spirit to invigorate our lives and to be in constant
relationship with the Lord.
He added that it will be dangerous for one to say that “as a
religious I do not feel the presence of God in my life”.
Therefore, he urged all to strive daily to recognize God’s
presence through constant prayer, reverence to God, through
the service they render to others, through the people they
encounter, through the adoration and appreciation of
creation.
The Bishop stressed that as consecrated people there is the
need to ponder on the gifts of God and be people full of
thanksgiving to God constantly, and at the same time making
use of the gifts God has given them in their communities.

In all, about ten religious congregations took part in the
occasion with some congregations coming with their
formandi. They included the Society of the Divine Word
(SVD), Franciscan Missionary Sisters of Mary (FMM),
Christian Brothers, Presentation Brothers, Missionary
Sisters of Mary, Our Lady of Africa (MSOLA), Carmelite
Sisters, Sisters of Mary Immaculate (SMI), Society of Our
Lady of Most Holy Trinity (SOLT).
The interaction also forms part of series of activities to
mark the Year of the Consecrated Life in the Tamale
Archdiocese. The President of all Religious Congregation
in Tamale Bro. Milton of the Christian Brothers urged all
present to cherish their vocation and live it to the full by
bringing hope to the world.
By: Paul Amuzu, Tamale

Participants with Bishop Boi-Nai
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3 Celebrate Silver Jubilee

(L-R) Br. E. Affum, Fr. E. Norviewu-Mortty & Br. S. Dagadu

The 21st day of September, 2015 was a joyful and memorable
day at St. Arnold Janssen Spirituality Centre, Tuba. This was
to celebrate the Silver Jubilee of Vows of three of our
confreres in a colourful ceremony. They are Brothers
Emmanuel Affum, currently the Assistant Novice Master at
Nkwatia – Kwahu, Samuel Dagadu working in Rome and Fr.
Erasmus Norviewu-Mortty working in Yendi.
At 9am, the procession for the mass started with a number of
religious and confreres. The Mass was presided over by Most
Rev. Frank Nubuasah, SVD, Bishop of Francistown,
Botswana, and concelebrated by Most Rev. Gabriel Mante
Ababio, Bishop of Jasikan, Fr. Emmanuel Fianu, SVD who is
now Bishop of Ho and Fr. George Angmor, Provincial
Superior of Ghana as well as Fr. Peter Accorley, the
Provincial of Togo-Benin Province.
In his sermon, Bishop Nubuasah said the jubilarians are
telling us that the call is for a lifetime. Their life is in line
with the intention of the Lord, “They have left everything like
Matthew to respond to the call of the Lord”. He said Matthew
was called to be a disciple walking in the footsteps of his
master. Addressing the jubilarians, he said “You have been
called not to be successful but to be faithful.” The Church
community made presentations to the Jubilarians.

The Jubilarians with some concelebrants and others

FR. HIBUR CELEBRATED
PRIESTLY ANNIVERSARY
Ordained on the 24th of September, 1994, Rev Fr.
Antonius Hibur, SVD celebrated his 21st
anniversary as a priest in the Society of Divine
Word with a thanksgiving Mass at the
Freinademetz House of Philosophy, Tamale. Being
the celebrant, he thanked God for being with him
and bringing him to such a point in his ministry.
Sharing a bit of his experiences with the community
during the homily, he said coming thus far hasn’t
been without challenges but two major things have
kept him going throughout the years. He said he
has always tried to find happiness in his vocation
as a priest and a religious and finds joy in sharing
this happiness with others. Also, he has over the
years learnt to stay positive in all that he does even
in challenging moments and has trusted and had
confidence in the people among whom he is sent to
minister. He therefore entreated seminarians most
especially, to be happy with the choice they have
made to become priests and religious and to always
stay positive in their thinking excluding all
negativity concerning their own lives and that of
others.
Later in the day, confreres from the other houses,
namely, CFC and TICCS joined formators and
seminarians at the Freinademetz house to celebrate
with Fr. Hibur. Confreres as well as seminarians
through good will messages, congratulated Fr.
Hibur for coming such a long way and also used
the opportunity to wish him God’s blessings in the
many more years ahead.
He expressed gratitude to his fellow confreres and
to the seminarians for the celebration put together
for him and also for all the good things they have
said about him. He however seized the opportunity
to again advice all present, to do away with gossips
and all other negative attitudes that seek to destroy
the community and one another.
Fr Antonius Hibur who is the Preases of
Frienademetz house of philosophy has spent
greater part of his priestly and missionary life in
Ghana. Having been here for the past 18 years, he
has worked in various places like Tatale, Gushiegu,
Yendi, Sambuli, Assesewa and currently at
Frienandemetz house of Philosophy in Tamale.
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“BE ON THE TRAIN OF JESUS” SEMINARIANS TOLD
Rev Fr. John Acheampong, SVD of
the Yendi diocese has stated that
Christianity is a journey that no one
at any stage can boast of reaching his
or her destination. At no stage can
one say I am “there”, he emphasized.
Individuals on this journey are not
prevented from getting off anytime
and anywhere. Quoting Exodus
chapter 12ff which talks of the
journey of the Israelites from the land
of Egypt, he said this journey is
constantly rocked by storms despite
Jesus himself at the helms of affairs
or being the driver, with all the
travellers knowing their destination.
Fr. John Acheampong, SVD, one
time prefect of the Common
Formation Centre (CFC), Tamale was
speaking
at
the
2015/2016
recollection at the St Victor’s Major
Seminary to begin the academic year.
Speaking on the theme “Back on
Jesus’ train”, he told seminarians

He added that on board Jesus’ train
are pessimists, cantankerous people,
nagging types and the opportunists.
All these categories of persons, one
way or the other, help to shape us
into responsible priests and
religious.

that seminary formation is like being
on a train, with Jesus as the driver.
One fundamental reason for being on
the train is because God has called
each one of us and we have responded
allowing ourselves to be led by Him..
To be in Jesus will necessarily make
you bear fruits, he emphasized. One
radical difference he observed
between the Catholic priests and other
ministers of the Gospel is the length
of studies and the evangelical
counsels that we profess, and these
are formative and productive.

He bemoaned what he called “incase seminarians” who are not sure
of reaching their destination yet
thwart the effort of those who want
to succeed, saying that the
seminarian needs deep faith to
adhere to the dictates of his calling.

He urged the seminarians to make use
of the period of silence in the course
of formation and also identify the
hurdles and devise ways to overcome
them.

The recollection was attended by
postulants from the Freinademetz
house of Philosophy, the fraters of
CFC, the SVS and seminarians from
St Augustine Millennium Seminary
(SAMS).

The problems of the seminary and
that of the world are universal hence
the need to learn how to manage
them.

From Anthony Larweh,
Tamale

New Evangelization at the Market place
In response to the Church's call to proclaim the Gospel with "new ardour,
methods and expression", the Divine Word Novitiate Nkwatia-Kwahu had a
one month course on the NEW EVANGELIZATION.
Various Church documents on Evangelization were treated during this course.
Catholic resource persons who are actively involved in evangelization were
also invited to share their experiences with the Novitiate community.
The practical aspects of the course included the proclamation of the Gospel
which was led by Fr. Andrews Obeng at the Market, Lorry Station and in the
premises of one of the prestigious banks in the country.

Fr. Obeng preaching at the market place

The exercise afforded us the opportunity to live up to our name - Divine
Word Missionaries. Indeed the "world is our parish" and everyone must hear
the Good News of salvation.
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“BE ON THE TRAIN OF JESUS” SEMINARIANS TOLD

Novitiate

Novices with placards at the market place

ADVENT RECOLLECTION
Nsawam: MONDAY/TUESDAY 7TH/8TH DECEMBER 2015
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FAREWELL FOR FR. PHANUEL MYERS AGUDU, SVD
Indeed it was a sad moment for both formators and
seminarians of St. Joseph Freinademetz community,
Tamale when it was announced during Mass that
Sunday 5th September 2015 will be the last Sunday Fr.
Phanuel Myers Agudu, SVD was celebrating Mass with
the community. Fr. Phanuel who took over from Rev.
Fr. Benjamin Asare, SVD as the prefect of postulants
was leaving for Belgium for further studies. The news
was received with mixed feelings by all who were
present at the Mass. On one hand, the community was
going to miss him for his immense contribution to the
growth of the house and on the other hand, everyone
was happy for him for the new phase of his missionary
life. He served as prefect for three years and also as a
Lecturer of Homiletics at St. Victor’s Major Seminary.
To take over from him is Rev Fr. John Dorbokoe, SVD
who has also completed successfully his studies in
Philosophy in Rome and will be a Lecturer in
Philosophy at St. Augustine’s Millennium Seminary.
As he leaves, the Freinademetz house is very
appreciative to Fr. Phanuel Agudu for the legacies he
has left behind.
During his term as the prefect, he did not only see to the
growth of the seminarians but also he worked

tirelessly with support and cooperation from his brother
priests in the community and elsewhere to bring certain
developments to the formation house. These include a
construction of a Marian grotto that was initiated by his
predecessors which will serve the spiritual needs of the
community as well as groups and individuals looking for
serene atmosphere to have a retreat in Tamale, street and
compound lighting, water harvesting system, mushroom
and soap production and many other projects which are all
geared towards making the community self-reliant.

Fr. Phanuel
We salute you Rev. Fr. Phanuel Myers Agudu, SVD for
the selfless service you rendered to the Freinademetz
community. Words cannot express how grateful we are for
all that you did for us seminarians just to shape and form
us unto the right path. We Love You!!!
PAGE 10
Paul Amuzu, Demtez Tamale

FR. EDWARD TETTEH VISITS FREINADEMETZ HOUSE
Recently,
Tetteh,
SVD,
paidpaid
a two-day
visit
Recently,Rev
RevFr.
Fr.Edward
Edward
Tetteh,
SVD,
a two-day
to the St. Joseph Freinademetz house of Philosophy, Tamale,
visit to St. Joseph Freinademetz house of Philosophy,
Ghana where he also had his philosophy.

Tamale, where he also had his philosophy, to acquaint
himself
with
new developments
and
statusProvince
of the
Fr. Edward
is currently
working in the
USthe
Chicago
formation
andholidays.
also to visit his confreres. Fr.
and
has comehouse
home for
Edward is currently working in the US Chicago
With his rich experience to share, postulants had the
Province and has come home for holidays.
opportunity of meeting and interacting with Fr. Edward where
they asked
him experience
several questions
regarding
his mission
in
With
his rich
to share,
postulant
had the
USA.
He
shared
some
aspects
of
his
life
and
his
missionary
opportunity of meeting and interacting with Fr Edward
work in Chicago as well as issues of same sex marriage. He
where they asked him several questions regarding his
said “working in Chicago for the past 14 years has not been
mission in Chicago and other parts of the US. Based on
an easy one although very fulfilling.

the questions that were thrown to him, he took the pain
to
sometheaspects
of his
He share
added that
very things
that life
haveand
kepthis
himmissionary
going as a
pastor
are:
the commitment
the love
he has
formarriage.
his work
work in
Chicago
as well asand
issues
of same
sex
and
his
Church
members
and
also
his
devotion
to
prayer
He said working in Chicago for the past 14 years
has
especially
to
Mother
Mary
and
to
the
Blessed
Sacrament.
not been an easy one though. However, he has so far
had a fulfilling ministry despite the numerous
challenges in the priesthood and religious life and in the
United States currently. He added that the very things
that have kept him going as a pastor are: the
commitment and the love he has for his work and his

Fr. Edward who is also a practising psychologist and the pastor
of Blessed Sacrament- Our Lady of the Divine Shepherd Parish,
Trenten, New Jersey encouraged postulants whom he called his
younger brothers to be prayerful and allow themselves to be
formed. He added that it is through prayer and hard work that
one can succeed in formation. He again advised postulants to
take their academic work seriously as well as all other aspects of
the formation. “You should learn to be creative wherever you
find yourself and see what you can do for the people aside saying
the Mass,” he concluded.
Postulants were grateful to Fr. Edward for sharing his
experiences with them and promised to heed to all the pieces of
advice he gave.
His confreres could not allow him to leave Freinademetz House
without adding colour to the Liturgy with some of his reflections.
He presided over the morning Mass of the community the
following day. During the day, he was available for individuals
who still wanted to interact with him and know more about the
US mission.
By: Paul Amuzu, Philosophy Two
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BEING HUMAN AS A FORMATOR
Sometimes I do an overview of the human life process and come to the conclusion that human experience
has the tendency of repeating itself. And I think all our human experiences become our history, forming part of our
identity and human nature. Today, seeing myself in the formation house of the common Novitiate in Latin America is
unbelievable. As says Quoheleth “There is time for everything”. Life is a discovery and a learning process until death.
The common Novitiate situated in Paraguay, got underway four years ago, and is still finding its feet. When I was
consulted and appointed to form part of it as a formator, I did not understand it. I felt the fear, the anxiety and my selflimitation. However, I took up the challenge and the responsibility conferred on me, trusting in God to put in use what I
have. It is a time for cherishing, with sincere gratitude, the Common Formation program of AFRAM I went through. It
is a review of how I lived it as a seminarian and what I expected from my formators. It came to my mind that, being
human and living my true self, allowing myself to be challenged by the novices and colleagues is not going to be easy.
Common novitiate, as the name suggests, consist of novices of Latin America with its difficulties and challenges
for both seminarians and formators alike. The biggest challenge is the novitiate program itself, which is focused on
human maturity: self-knowledge and the Evangelical Counsels, SVD spirituality and mission based on the four
characteristic dimensions. The aim is building personal and self-identity (becoming an integrated person).
Guiding novices through this program, invites me as a formator to first live the experience.
Topics are shared, and each formator uses his own dynamics to give workshops, retreats, and prayer
orientations. Ratio is done every 15 days to listen, guide and orient the formation process of a novice.
In the novitiate, I have discovered that building a new community is not easy, when I consider the different
types of personality and the cultural differences of each person.
As a formator, the novitiate experience has set a pace for a personal rediscovery and a relearning process on the
interpersonal relationship. I have been taking all dimensions of my pastoral life experience in the parish into
consideration as well as community life and human relationship with people. Indeed, life is an art, where the “I” need
the “YOU” and vice-versa, to listen to my temperaments, feelings, emotions and to accept and mature in them. The
process is not easy, because at certain times self-limitation comes to bear, and I have to admit that I am handicapped to
do “this or that”, or the need to say sorry to a novice. It takes humility and maturity to do that before a seminarian.
The same goes to working as a team of formators: an Asian, a Latin American and African with vast age
differences and different times of formation. Team work is not easy, it needs a lot of dialogue and communication that at
times seems not to be. It needs patience and tolerance especially where each formator holds himself in high esteem.
The root cause of this attitude, I suppose, is lack of self-esteem and personal identity. It is a challenge by living
in the formation house or in a community with inferiority or superiority complex. I suggest a formator, needs to
develop his “self-esteem” and self-acceptance, for good interpersonal relationship with his peers and seminarians.
Self-esteem is the basis of all conflicts. This is essential because I see myself doing things in common with my
novices: ground work, washing dishes and going with them sometimes to their pastoral places. Yes, here novices do
weekend apostolate, in hospital and in the prisons, to come to terms with what they are learning and living in the
novitiate. Though coherency is difficult and the image of a good shepherd is not easy, at least forming this attitude helps
me keep my constant presence and closeness to the novices. Being human means you cannot find perfection in me, and
that is the challenge, but it is a good experience being a formator in the novitiate. I am getting to know myself better.
Grace works in human nature, and I see God’s grace at work in these young men at the end of their novitiate year. This
is my joy of being part of this transformation.
Fr. Titus Tuoyintir, [PAR] Assistant novice master

ADVENT RECOLLECTION
New Longoro: WEDNESDAY 9TH DECEMBER 2015
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MISSION

COORDINATOR: Fr. Stephen Dogodzi, SVD

PREPARING FOR THE MISSION
As part of the activities to prepare new missionaries for
the missions, the Mission Secretary and the Superior
Delegatus of the Ghana province in the persons of Frs.
Stephen Dogodzi, SVD and Alex Osei - Awuah, SVD
respectively organised a workshop for new missionaries
going abroad. This was the second of its kind. The first
one was organised last year September. The participants
this year were Rev. Frs Emmanuel Adjei Adjetey, SVD,
Eugene Bruce Konuah Asante, SVD and Vincent
Agbeyome - Akpah, SVD.
The facilitators explained what "Mission" is according to
Matthew 28:16. Frs. Alex and Stephen drew our attention
to the fact that, Mission was about proclaiming the
Gospel and teaching others about the Kingdom of God.
They went on to remind us that the Lord who had given
us that mandate will always be with us to sustain us if we
put our hope and trust in him.
Frs. Joseph Anorkwa, SVD and Titus Tuoyintir, SVD
who are missionaries working in Germany and Paraguay

JUSTICE & PEACE

respectively were also present to share their experiences
with us. In addition, we all had the opportunity to share
what motivated us to choose where we have been assigned
to or to accept our assignments for Mission. The
facilitators also oriented us on how to enter a new mission,
some challenging situations in the missions and what to do
when mission situations become frustrating.
At the end of the workshop, we the participants saw it to be
a good programme. We congratulated Frs. Alex and
Stephen for organising the workshop. We came up with
three suggestions. First of all, we saw the workshop to be
very beneficial and we suggested if it could be a three day
or a weeklong programme rather than a day’s
programme. Secondly, we suggested that more
missionaries who are on home leave could be invited to
share their experiences with the new missionaries. Lastly,
we suggested if this orientation could take place before
new missionaries receive their mission crosses.
Fr. Eugene Asante, SVD

COORDINATOR: Fr. Peter Kabutey, SVD
On December 14, 1990 the United Nations General Assembly voted to establish
October 1 as the International Day of Older Persons as recorded
in Resolution 45/106. The holiday was observed for the first time on October 1,
1991.
The day is celebrated by raising awareness about issues affecting the elderly,
such as senescence and elder abuse. It is also a day to appreciate the
contributions that older people make to society.

Fr. Josef Sprehe (R )receiving the
foodstuffs from Fr. Peter Kabutey (L)

To celebrate this occasion in the Province, the JPIC office organised a Day
foodstuffs
with the elderly confreres at the McCarthy
Hill SVD Retirement Residence. The day started with a Mass which was
attended and concelebrated by the retired confreres in the community except Bro. James Djadoo who was on
admission at the Battor Hospital. The Mass was presided over by Fr. Peter Kabutey, the Provincial JPIC Coordinator.
Also concelebrating was Fr. Rex Vegbey, the SVD Accra District Superior. Friends of the SVD and some youth from St.
Margaret Mary Parish mounted a choir to provide music for the Mass. Some of the faithful of McCarthy Hill were also
present.
In his sermon, Fr. Kabutey said, this occasion was to express appreciation for the great contributions of the confreres to
the development of the local church and the SVD in Ghana. He expressed his gratitude to the parishes which donated
foodstuff and funds for our elderly confreres.
After the Mass foodstuffs and an amount of GHc2,000.00 (about $500) were donated to the community and was
received by Fr. Josef Sprehe on behalf of the community. Bro. Stephen Domelevo, the Praeses expressed his gratitude
to the JPIC for thinking of McCarthy Hill on this day of the Aged. Later on, the JPIC team gave a treat to the elderly
confreres and all present to a ‘Super Breakfast’. Interacting later with the elderly confreres, it was clear that their
hearts were gladdened to be recognised on this day; “we look forward to more visits” remarked Bro. Marcus one of the
retired.
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BIBLE

COORDINATOR: Br. McDaniel Acquaah, SVD

I would like to share the following with you. This is the first
part:
KEY NOTE ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE OPENING
CEREMONY OF THE DEI VERBUM 2014
Theme: “Did not our hearts burn within us as he talked to
us on the road and explained Scriptures to us?” (LK 24:32)
Two Disciples encounter Jesus on Road to Emmaus
BY MSGR. W. AMEWOWO
Disciples of Emmaus
TEXT LK 24:13-35
The disciples were lamenting, they were sad, disappointed and
they could not recognize Jesus walking by their side. Their eyes
were prevented from recognizing Jesus: why? because of the
things that has been happening. Their hope was shattered,
crushed. Jesus, they thought would be the one to set Israel free.
They were walking towards sunset. With Christ Christians
always walk towards sunrise. Those who follow Jesus will not
walk in darkness. Jn 8:12 (when an experience crushes your
faith, you know what to do and where to go. GO TO JESUS
The hope of the two men was dead and buried! Jesus came to
bring light – their darkness became light. The two men could
have used their free will not to invite Jesus- but they used it
correctly, they invited Jesus. You too can use your free will to
invite Jesus. Look at the picture of Jesus standing at the door
knocking. The two disciples –“talmidim” (Hebrew) recognized
him (Jesus) only at the breaking of bread- association of ideas.

COMMUNICATION

Jesus is the host in the church and the guest in every house. The
talmidim received great joy and hastened to share it and the others
shared with them too their experiences. Look! Jesus appeared to
Peter too; Peter who denied Jesus. Jesus is understanding and
forgiving.
NOTE: for you ministers of the Word-disciples and apostles and
Christians, Jesus himself explains the Scriptures to them. They
were crushed-their faith was crushed. What changed the two
broken disciples was a fresh encounter with Jesus-the Risen Lord.
Jesus showed them the meaning of the Scriptures- the eventswhich were beyond their intelligence.
Sometimes the “intelligence” of God-wisdom of the Bible runs
counter to our understanding. God’s “intelligence” is far beyond
ours. Paul was right: God’s foolishness is wiser than human
wisdom (1 Cor 1:25)
We need divine assistance of the Holy Spirit and prayer to
understand the word of God we read. Jesus teaches us to pray by
praying by example. We speak to God when we pray. We hear him
when we read the Bible (DV 25)
Our theme is loaded with biblical spirituality if we want to
experience the excellence of Christ: read the Word of Godmeditate; pray-continual communication-visitation (action)
operation. “Ignorance of scripture is ignorance of Christ”-St
Jerome- Patron saint of Bible Students.

Read the next part in the next issue of this Newsletter

COORDINATOR: Fr. Rex A. Vegbey, SVD

As we strive to improve upon our communication skills, one of the issues we paid attention to during the past
Communication workshops was the question: What do I do when my confrere does not pass on the necessary
information? Examples of the types of information being referred to here are: Parish schedules, upcoming programmes
in the parish or community, visitors coming to the community to sleep or for meals which is known to the superior or a
confrere, etc. I had my personal experience where the Parish Priest scheduled me to assist by taking a Mass only to get
to the sacristy to find the Associate pastor already vested for the Mass. As soon as he saw me he knew I had come for
the Mass and had to take off his vestment to look for the Parish Priest to know which of the Masses he was to take. It
was so embarrassing for me. Another confrere shared how a Parishioner came knocking at his door shouting “Fr. says
you are the one taking the Mass and we have been waiting for a while already”. Such examples are the issues of
communication that we need to reflect on, be conscious of and address.
Satisfactory upward (subordinate-superior) and downward (superior-subordinate) communication is essential
for a successful organization because it closes the gap between a superior and a subordinate by increasing the levels of
trust, support, and the frequency of their interactions. In our case we do not talk of a subordinate but a confrere; when
the table turns and the superior’s position changes, he is still a confrere. Superior-confrere-superior information flow can
be very beneficial for the community and the ministry involved in. Effective flow of information from the confreres in
every community fosters cooperation, gains support, and reduces frustration.
Recommendations from the workshops:
Draw the attention of the confrere and a continuous reminder to pass on information. If he does not change, what do
we do? At the beginning of the week you may ask at table the areas where information do not flow, e. g., are we getting
visitors this week? Who is taking the wedding, funeral or the baptism? You may have a white board at a common place
like in the dining hall to scribble or post the information; and this you do immediately you receive the info. Trust no
future no matter how pleasant it might seem to be. Pass the information on right away by whichever means.
If the info is vital, take the initiative to look for it from other sources.
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L-R. Frs. Jean Betrand, Tchekpi, Joseph Mazur, Joseph Addai,
Louis Awoudja

‘Liberia’ Team depart for Liberia Mission
Three of our four confreres assigned to start the long
awaited Liberia mission departed on the 9th of November
accompanied Fr. Angmor, the Provincial. As part of the
pre-departure preparations, they undertook a 5-day
orientation workshop under the theme Living and
working through the Spirit of the Lord. The sessions were
opened with a recollection in St. Arnold’s Chapel at the
Castle Drive by Fr. Andrew A. Quaye-Foli. He reflected

with them on Acts 16:9: “Come over to Macedonia and help us!”. Facilitating the topic “In Unity is Strength”, Fr.
Provincial took them through bonding dynamics, winter Survival exercises, etc.
Treating ‘Building together’, Fr. Straathof led the team through Community Development whilst Fr. Rex Vegbey
handled ‘Mediating culture and conflicts through effective communication’. Inspector Samuel Quansah on his part gave
an input on ‘A peace personnel’s insight on Liberia’.
The Afram Zonal Coodinator Fr. Joseph Kallanchira was present to give his input on AFRAM zonal concerns. The Workshop
concluded with a look at SVD Parish character, Mission concerns and some strategic planning.
A few confreres including almost all the Councillors were at the Guest House and shared a meal with them to bid them farewell.

Bishop Karnley speaks on Liberia Mission
Most Rev. Andrew Karnley is the Bishop of Cape Palmas where the SVD is venturing
into this month. He did his seminary formation at the St. Peter’s Regional Seminary,
Pedu, Ghana in the 1990s when his bishop at the time invited the SVDs to his country.
Feasibility studies started but the war broke out which put the attempt on hold. When
he was appointed the Bishop, he followed up the request with the Generalate and after
the necessary feasibility studies of the place, the Society accepted the mission.
Once again when the confreres were about to report, another ‘war’ broke
out, this time not with guns or human beings attacking one another, rather, it was
the dreadful Ebola that was at war with the inhabitants of some West African
Most Rev. Andrew Karnley
states with Liberia being one of the worst hit. As a result, the attempt of moving
into Liberia was halted.
With the World Health Organisation declaring Liberia ‘Ebola free’, the Bishop gave us the green light to move in. To add
to the assurance, he himself was in Ghana to be part of the consecration ceremony of Bishop Fianu whom he had known
in Rome. According to him his diocese was not part of the red area when the epidemic broke out. “There is a
comprehensive programme in place to curb the situation should Ebola break out again”, he added.
Painting a profile of the diocese, he said there are 15 diocesan priests, 10 of whom are active, two are ill; two are on
national assignments whilst the other is doing a renewal programme abroad. There are 13 parishes. The SMAs were once
upon a time working in the diocese but had to withdraw. However, they are returning to the diocese by the end of the
year.
The Charity Sisters are working there as well as the Sisters of the Holy Family, a local congregation. The SVDs have
been assigned the Christ the King Parish in the city of Zwedru the capital of Grand Gedeh County, one of the 15
PAGE 13
counties in Liberia. Zwedru is located in Tchien District of Grand Gedeh County, near the Cavalla River in the country's
south eastern region and near the border with Côte d'Ivoire. It is located 560km (350 miles) southeast from the capital
city of Monrovia. The SVDs would be engaged in Parish work, school and pastoral work at the refugee camp.
The main economic activity there is subsistence farming of rice. He is expecting the SVDs to arrive in November. He
thanks the SVD Generalate for accepting the request to take up a mission in his diocese.

ADVENT RECOLLECTION
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PRESENCE AND WITNESS
Every Sunday afternoon in the St Freinademetz
Philosophy House in Tamale, Ghana, we go out to visit
the surrounding villages assigned to each one of us to
meet and to interact with the people. Something about
these Sunday visitations had stayed with me throughout
my basic formation, and that is, the desire to reach out to
people. And in Papua New Guinea, this desire has
opened the hearts of many to me.
Once, during my diaconate pastoral in Pompabus, Enga, I
decided to take a walk to a nearby village in the
afternoon. It was quite a hot day. Expectedly, the village
was very quiet. Most people at this time of the day pass
the time either in the gardens or at the market. It should
be understood that the market is also a place for meeting
and interaction so not everyone go to the market to sell or
to buy.
After passing by a number of homes, I came across a
group of men weaving a blain for a house. The blain is
used for the walling of the house after erecting the frame
of the house on the posts. It is made from bamboo. They
had finished weaving one and had just started a second.
As I approached, I asked them if one of them was about
to have a new wife. They burst out into laughter and
covered their faces apparently feeling a little shy about
my question. Standing and watching them, I smiled and
winked my left eye at them and then one of them told me
that they are weaving the blain for their bubu
(grandfather) to replace the old one he has on his house.
Then I went over and sat by them.
I asked them questions like how long can a blain stay on
a house, how long does it take to weave a blain for a
house, etc. After a while, I asked them to teach me how
to weave the blain. They were more than glad to do so
and so I took the place of one of them. They explained to
me the particular pattern they are using and instructed me
on what to do. I started slowly but unsure about what

Fr. Eric learning to weave blain.

I was doing. After the third round I gained the confidence
and began to weave quite comfortably.
Seeing my progress, the instructor told me that they will
use this blain that I am weaving for a house for me and my
wife. I laughed it out loud. They knew they had given me a
taste of my own medicine. At this, I told them in that case I
want the most beautiful girl in the village. Laughing, they
told me to let them know when I am ready for they will let
me make my own choice. It was a very pleasant encounter.
I left them with many positive impressions and a deep
sense of happiness.
As always, this was an opportunity for me to reach out to
the people away from the sanctuary and altar of the church
to the sanctuary and altar in the ordinary life of the people.
There is no doubt that this was an encounter with God as
one of them remarked, “mipelaiamamasyubringim blessing
bilongBikpelaikam long mipelablain (we are happy that
you have brought the blessings of the Lord to us). These
words made me reaffirmed my presence among them as a
living witness of the God in their midst. Besides, I felt that
evangelization has happened in two ways; i.e. I brought
them God’s blessing, and they have taught me how to
weave a blain.
Fr Eric Ankamah, PNG

Memorial Mass held for the late Fr. John Harpel, SVD
Fr. John Harpel was born in Glencoe in 1917, in the United States. Inspired by a cousin
he joined the Divine Word Missionaries and professed his first vows in 1939 and
ordained priest in 1944. Upon arriving in Ghana in 1947, he was assigned to KwahuTafo where he built a simple “bush” hut as his base from where he ministered to a
dozen of people in the remote outstations.
Later in the 1950s when the need came to establish a technical school in Kukurantumi,
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Fr. Harpel accepted the challenge to be the first Principal of St. Paul Technical School starting with 25 students. He
worked as a pastor, an administrator and a chaplain.
In recognition of his vision, hard work and dedication to serving the people of Ghana, especially in St. Paul Technical
School, Kukurantumi, the school administration in collaboration with the chaplaincy department, organised a Memorial
Mass to thank God for his life and work and for the repose of his soul.
In attendance was the Provincial Superior Fr. George Clement Angmor, SVD who was the main celebrant. He thanked
God for the vision Fr. Harpel had to start St. Paul Technical School which many are beneficiaries today. Others who
graced the occasion were the immediate passed Principal Bro. Peter Edze, SVD, Very Rev. Fr. Joseph Sprehe, SVD,
teachers and students of the school, parishioners of Sacred Heart Catholic church (Kukurantumi), members of the
Kukurantumi community, language students from Nkwatia Kwahu and well-wishers in and out of Kukurantumi
township.
We thank God for the life and mission of Fr. John Harpel in St. Paul Technical School. His last station before leaving
Ghana was St. Theresa’s Parish, Kaneshie in the Archdiocese of Accra.
May the Lord grant his soul a peaceful rest. Amen!
Fr. Francis Kwadwo Allah, SVD
Chaplain, St. Paul Technical
December
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